
Relying on the expertise of NHRIs, NGOs and international organisations, states must respect 
human rights at borders and fulfil their international obligations, implementing reforms at the 
legislative, policy or operational level in order to address human rights challenges effectively. 
They should also have a fully functioning human rights accountability system and conduct 
effective and independent investigations when complaints are received.

1. TAKE HUMAN RIGHTS SERIOUSLY TO STOP IMPUNITY AND FOSTER ACCOUNTABILITY AT 
BORDERS

Human rights monitoring should be central to European and national approaches to borders, 
migration and asylum. However, a monitoring mechanism alone is not enough to achieve a 
human rights-compliant migration policy. The EU and its Member States should strengthen 
organisations carrying out human rights monitoring at borders, such as NHRIs, and rely on 
their recommendations to build a strong, transparent and independent mechanism. 

2. ENSURE INDEPENDENT AND EFFECTIVE HUMAN RIGHTS MONITORING AT BORDERS

3. PROTECT HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS AND ENSURE AN ENABLING SPACE FOR HUMAN 
RIGHTS WORK AT BORDERS

States must cease with all threats and intimidation, as well as administrative provisions and 
practices that unduly limit the work of Human Rights Defenders (like NHRIs and NGOs) at 
borders. National authorities must ensure an enabling space for human rights and 
humanitarian work at borders by investigating threats or actions targeting Human Rights 
Defenders and engaging in a spirit of cooperation.

European NHRIs emphasised that national and European authorities must provide 
protection for vulnerable groups at borders, including through effective identification 
procedures and referral mechanisms. States must enhance their capacity to identify and 
support people at risk at borders, while doing all they can to implement the Council of 
Europe’s Action Plan on Protecting Vulnerable Persons in the Context of Migration and 
Asylum in Europe (2021-2025).

The widespread use of immigration detention, including of families and unaccompanied 
children, is one of NHRIs’ main concerns regarding current regional and national policies at 
the EU’s external borders. Good practices implemented during COVID-19, many with NHRI 
support, have shown there are feasible alternatives to immigration detention. This should 
only be used as a last resort and must always comply with strict procedural safeguards. 

4. COMMIT TO USING IMMIGRATION DETENTION AS A LAST RESORT AND END DETENTION 
OF CHILDREN

5. IDENTIFY AND PROVIDE CARE FOR VULNERABLE PEOPLE AT BORDERS

6. PURSUE A SUSTAINABLE AND FAIR APPROACH TO MIGRATION, SUCH AS MORE 
LEGAL PATHWAYS TO EUROPE AND ACHIEVING MORE SOLIDARITY IN THE REGION

National and regional authorities should pursue more durable and long-term solutions for 
migration, guaranteeing legal and dignified pathways to reach Europe and preventing 
deadly border crossings. NHRIs’ findings also confirm the need for stronger commitments to 
relocation and responsibility sharing in Europe, instead of migration policies that leave 
people trapped at borders in undignified living conditions.

7. RESTORE PROTECTION-SENSITIVE NATIONAL FRAMEWORKS

European NHRIs noted with alarm how different governments have gradually dismantled 
protection-sensitive asylum systems, and call on authorities to ensure that human rights 
obligations and refugee law are mainstreamed across border governance. This must result in 
human rights-based approaches and practices being applied at all levels, from ministries 
down to the national and local authorities working at borders. 

8. INCREASE EU-NHRI COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF MIGRATION

The EU should engage in more structured cooperation with NHRIs during migration-related 
policy and legislative processes, both bilaterally with NHRIs and through ENNHRI. This might 
include more regular and meaningful exchanges between the European Commission and 
ENNHRI/NHRIs; providing financial support for their work at borders; participation in 
relevant legislative and policy discussions with the European Parliament; and cooperation on 
the human rights scrutiny of EU migration funds. 

9. ENHANCE RELATIONS BETWEEN NHRIS AND EU AGENCIES OPERATING AT BORDERS

With the expansion of their mandates, both Frontex and the European Asylum Support Office 
(EASO) could benefit from closer collaboration with European NHRIs. An example is the 
handling of complaints submitted to the agencies by individuals who believe their rights have 
been affected during Frontex operations, particularly when the government from the country 
where the alleged violations occurred is unwilling to assist in investigations.

ENNHRI recommendations towards human rights protection at borders

Based on their monitoring work, NHRIs and other actors provide human rights-based 
recommendations to border police, relevant ministries, national authorities, and regional 
actors. If acted on, these lead to better protection of migrants’ rights at borders. Meaningful 
and constructive engagement with human rights actors, including NHRIs, helps them fulfil 
their human rights obligations at borders, as is also highlighted by a recent Recommendation 
of the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers on developing and strengthening NHRIs.   

10. FOLLOW UP ON NHRIS’ RECOMMENDATIONS


